My Name Is Nicholas Reid, I am 18 years old and currently a
sophomore at Baruch College. Currently my major is Computer
Science with a Minor in physics, however I will be transferring next
year due to Baruch not having a major in physics, and I am going to
be an astrophysicist. Currently this is my 5th year as a member of
Black Data Processing Associates (BDPA). 4 years as an HSCC
student and this year I came back as a Technical Coordinator.

During my years as an HSCC student, my role was Lead Programmer. My teammates and I were
trained in various programming languages such as: PHP, SQL, Java, JavaScript, HTML, CSS,
and the most important Soft Skills which took me awhile to develop. I competed in 3 BDPA
HSCC competitions 2 regional and 1 national, placing 3rd and 6th at the regional competitions
consecutively and 6th place at the national level.
By the time I reached my 3rd Year in HSCC our Coordinator Ms. Denise Hamilton recommended
my teammates and I for an internship with our sponsor UBS. This past summer I just completed
my 3rd consecutive internship there. At UBS I met our internship sponsor and one of my mentors
now Mrs. Denise Hebner. During The 1st year of the internship, it was exciting but, intimidating
at the same time. I was a 16 year old kid working my first job alongside college and graduate
students, I was doing the same tasks as they were so naturally, I was a little scared, however, I
successfully completed the internship and was offered to come back year after year.
This year, I took on the role as the Technical Coordinator for BDPA-NY HSCC team. Alongside
Ms. Tish Edwards, I was assigned the task of training the current HSCC students in web
application development for the 2012 National HSCC Competition. This gave me a new
perspective of HSCC from the point of our HSCC coordinators Ms. Hamilton and Mr. Destine.
As a student our task was to learn and do our best in competing, as a coordinator I had to create a
syllabus that would fit everything they need to know for the competition in only 4 months, use
different teaching techniques to get through to each student, worrying about how they were
doing while being sequestered for 8hrs, and being a role model for them to truly understand the
benefits from a student standpoint of being a part of BDPA. From learning how to teach to

guiding them at this year’s conference it was truly a rewarding experience. This year I will be
getting back into the competitive nature of things and competing in IT Showcase.
My future goals with BDPA are to compete in IT Showcase and continue giving back to the
foundation. I want to pass on many of the memorable and grand learning experiences I have had
and will have in BDPA to the students I have now and the students that will come, also it would
be nice to see BDPA-NY win 1st place for chapter of the year, IT Showcase and HSCC a goal
which will hopefully be realized for 2013.
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